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Abstract 

This article describes a methodology of recovering and preservation of old Romanian texts and problems related to their recognition. 
Our focus is to create a gold corpus for Romanian language (the novella Sania), for both alphabets used in Transnistria – Cyrillic and 
Latin. The resource is available for similar researches. This technology is based on transliteration and semiautomatic alignment of 
parallel texts at the level of letter/lexem/multiwords. We have analysed every text segment present in this corpus and discovered other 
conventions of writing at the level of transliteration, academic norms and editorial interventions. These conventions allowed us to 
elaborate and implement some new heuristics that make a correct automatic transliteration process. Sometimes the words of Latin 
script are modified in Cyrillic script from semantic reasons (for instance, editor's interpretation). Semantic transliteration is seen as a 
good practice in introducing multiwords from Cyrillic to Latin. Not only does it preserve how a multiwords sound in the source script, 
but also enables the translator to modify in the original text (here, choosing the most common sense of an expression). Such a 
technology could be of interest to lexicographers, but also to specialists in computational linguistics to improve the actual 
transliteration standards. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we are interested to present a methodology 

which helps us to recover Romanian text written with 

Cyrillic script between 1924 and 1989, that is an 

adaptation of the Russian Cyrillic alphabet to reproduce 

the Romanian phonetics by Russian orthographical norms. 

This alphabet is used till now in Transnistria (Republic of 

Moldova). In this respect, the process of heritage 

digitization involves many problems that need to be 

solved and are related to recognition, editing, 

interpretation, circulation and reception of printed texts 

(Boian et al., 2013a). We highlighted aspects of 

development of main language components: alphabet, 

lexicon, and orthography, specific for that time. As we 

move from one period to another, we can use previously 

elaborated tools and resources (Boian et al., 2011); thus, 

implementing the principle “from now in the depths of 

time”. We talk to an overview of the Romanian 

lexicography evolution, from the beginnings to the 

nowadays, focusing on the monolingual dictionaries. Of 

course over time some linguistic constructions have 

changed, but a language should not be judged by these 

forms, but by its roots, which give meaning to words. 

They do not change substantially (Haja et al., 2005). 

 

In this order, the aim of this paper is to create a gold 

parallel corpus of Romanian text written with Cyrillic and 

Latin script that will help to discover some conventions at 

the level of transliteration, academic norms (Densuşianu, 

1894) and editorial interventions. 

 

In our research we accepted the definition for the notion 

of transliteration as “the process of transcription of a 

Romanian word from Latin script in its equivalent form 

written in the Cyrillic script according to the accepted 

linguistic norms, and vice-versa” (Boian et al., 2013b). 

The importance of the process of transliteration consists 

not only in the recovering and preservation of old 

Romanian texts, but also in the process of informational 

retrieval from the texts written in the same language, but 

with a different alphabet and as a subtask in machine 

translation in the process of transliteration of such words 

as proper nouns (Deselaers et al., 2009). 

 

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes 

briefly the related work of the historical linguistic 

resources preservation and texts transliteration from 

Cyrillic to Latin alphabets; section 3 presents a 

methodology to create the recognition of old texts and 

alignment of parallel texts from Cyrillic to Latin script 

and enriches the standard approach with semantic 

transliteration; section 4 consists of some obtained results 

of a group of expert linguists analysis of every parallel 

letter/lexem/multiwords, and finally section 5 includes 

some conclusions and directions for further work. 

2. Previous Work 

Our study combines tools that enable transliteration of the 

texts from Cyrillic script to Latin script and 

semi-automatic recovery methods of information (e.g. 

editor's semantic interpretation) that is used in translation 

process in order to identify differences of multilingual 

parallel alignment. For the historical linguistic heritage of 

Romanian language, the solution of this problem 

confronts with a specific difficulty – the relatively small 

number and dispersion of deposited resources. The 
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difficulties in digitization of this heritage lie in the correct 

recognition of characters and in the lack of adequate 

lexicons corresponding to the periods of the texts printing. 

One of the solutions of the lexicon problem could be 

aligning of old texts to contemporary linguistic norms 

(Moruz & al., 2012). 

 

As to OCR of printed and handwritten Cyrillic characters, 

we can mention a paper (Kornienko & al., 2011) where 

not only ABBYY FineReader
1
 system but also other 

systems that uses AI techniques, in particular, artificial 

neural networks. There exists an application of methods 

based on knowledge technologies to the digital archive 

and multimedia library for Bulgarian traditional culture 

and folklore (Pavlov & al., 2011). Problems of 

transliteration caused by parallel use of two alphabets, 

Cyrillic and Latin, which appear while processing the 

written texts in modern Serbian, were solved applying 

monolingual and multilingual corpora and various 

e-dictionaries (Vitas & al., 2003). A special application 

that uses specific resources for the historic period of the 

printed text is necessary for text verification (Burlaca et 

al., 2010).  

 

A preliminary study of the method of transliteration for 

Romanian language was performed by the team at 

Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science from 

Chişinău. The authors succeeded to formalize an 

important number of transcription rules over the standards 

approved by national authority in Republic of Moldova 

and Romania. Moreover, they have showed that this 

process is vague and cannot be fully automated because of 

the phonology, morphology, and syntax discordance 

between the linguistic norms of the Romanian language 

and those accepted in the MSSR (Moldavian Soviet 

Socialist Republic, 1940-1991). The process could be 

automated partially by formalizing rules of transliteration, 

manual intervention, and text alignment (Boian et al., 

2013b). 

3. Methodology 

3.1. The corpus 

We mention the existence the SR ISO 9:1997 standard 

which establishes a system of transliteration from Latin to 

Cyrillic characters, but we have stopped at a corpus from 

1955. The evaluations between our standard from this 

paper and the one from 1997 revealed some differences. 

In order to obtain an automated Romanian transliterator 

for Cyrillic script, we need to test heuristics on a real text 

of that period. The purpose is to emphasize the differences 

in writing and pronunciation based on some remarks of 

similar texts. 

 

So far, we have identified some transliteration heuristics 

and tested them on existent Cyrillic-Latin lexicon
2
 (Boian 

                                                           
1
 http://finereader.abbyy.com/ 

2
 http://www.math.md/elrr/ - Institute of Mathematics and 

et al., 2013b). This corpus was annotated manually at 

letter/lexeme/ multiword level becoming testing corpus. 

Once implemented heuristics, we processed the new 

corpus. 

 

In this research, we have decided to continue with the 

original Romanian texts processing that are written with 

the Cyrillic alphabet. The text of the novella Sania (eng. 

The Sledge) served as a training corpus. It was written in 

1955 by Ion Druță and printed originally in Cyrillic script 

(Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1 Text in Cyrillic Script 

 

We have started with the process of optical character 

recognition of the text. We have followed a special 

previously developed technology of recognition and 

specialized lexicons. To perform OCR of such texts, it is 

necessary to train the OCR system to recognize an 

additional letter ӂ, specific for that period of time. At the 

OCR time, the letter ӂ not was included in out OCR 

system. We resolved that by drawing the letter and adding 

it in available set of characters, and find 27 words 

written with this letter in our novella. Moreover the 

OCR system lexicon used words from nowadays that is 

why the OCR process was not accurate.  

 

Fig. 2 Text in Cyrillic Script OCR-ized 

 

Being trained our OCR system we recognized the text of 

                                                                                               
Computer Science, Moldova, Reusable Resources for Romanian 

Language Technology, 2003  
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the novella. The example of the OCR-ized text is 

presented in Fig. 2. As we see there are several mistakes 

in the process of optical character recognition. One of the 

aspects concerns the darker areas that pretend to be some 

mistakes. In fact only the word луй insteadis not 

recognized corect as дуй. Also there is the sequence Й-а 

that is wrong recognized as И-а. Our OCR system being 

trained, we recognize the text of the novella, (statistically 

speaking, over 95,8% of words were correctly OCR-ized). 

Also, the OCR-ized text has been verified and manually 

corrected. 

 

In such a way, we have obtained the electronic version of 

Cyrillic script variant of the text. On the other hand, we 

did the same procedure with Latin script variant of the 

same text, transliterated manually by expert linguists (Fig. 

3). 

 

Fig. 3 Text in Latin Script 

3.2. The alignment levels 

The obtained corpus allows us to establish an automatic 

alignment of Cyrillic variant to contemporary Latin 

variant of the same text at the following alignment levels 

presented in Table 1: 

 

1 2 3 4 

letter to letter 2877 89.6 саниеsanie 

letter to letter 

group 
164 5.0 пэряpărea 

letter group to 

letter group 
115 3.6 шкьоапаșchioapa 

lexem to lexem 29 0.9 ынвэлуратînvăluit 

word to 

multiword 
21 0.7 дарci pentru că 

multiword to 

multiword 
4 0.2 

тоатэ время се 

гындя  se gîndea 

TOTAL 3210   

 

Table 1. Levels of alignment 

 

Legend: 

1- Type of alignment level 

2- Number of occurences 

3- Percent of occurences 

4- Example of type 

The process was semi-automated, based on the heuristics 

for transcription of letters and the expert linguists’ 

validation. The corpus
3
 is annotated at sentence and word 

levels, providing morpho-lexical information using UAIC 

Romanian Part of Speech Tagger
4
 (Simionescu, 2011). 

Below, we have an example from our corpus, for both 

alphabets Cyrillic and Romanian: 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" 

standalone="no"?><POS_Output> 

... 

<S id="6" offset="474"> 

    <W Case="direct" Definiteness="no" 

Gender="feminine" LEMMA="mare" 

MSD="Afpfsrn" Number="singular" 

POS="ADJECTIVE" cyr="Маре" id="6.1" 

offset="0">Mare</W> 

    <W Case="direct" Definiteness="no" 

Gender="masculine" LEMMA="lucru" 

MSD="Ncmsrn" Number="singular" 

POS="NOUN" Type="common" cyr="лукру" 

id="6.2" offset="5">lucru</W> 

    <W LEMMA="fi" MSD="Vmip3s" 

Mood="indicative" Number="singular" 

POS="VERB" Person="third" 

Tense="present" Type="predicative" 

cyr="-й" id="6.3" offset="10">-i</W> 

    <W Case="direct" Gender="feminine" 

LEMMA="un" MSD="Tifsr" 

Number="singular" POS="ARTICLE" 

Type="indefinite" cyr="о" id="6.4" 

offset="13">o</W> 

    <W Case="direct" Definiteness="no" 

Gender="feminine" LEMMA="sanie" 

MSD="Ncfsrn" Number="singular" 

POS="NOUN" Type="common" cyr="сание" 

id="6.5" offset="15">sanie</W> 

    <W LEMMA="." MSD="PERIOD" cyr="." 

id="6.6" offset="20">.</W> 

</S> 

As a result, we have obtained an important parallel corpus 

of Romanian text written with Cyrillic and Latin script 

specific for that period. We have encountered situations in 

which heuristics have not covered the whole range of the 

                                                           
3
 http://students.info.uaic.ro/~daniela.gifu/LR - Petic Mircea, 

Daniela Gîfu, Gold Parallel Romanian Latin-Cyrillic Corpus, 

2013 
4

 http://nlptools.infoiasi.ro/WebPosRo/ - Simionescu Radu, 

UAIC Romanian Part of Speech Tagger, 2011 
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text alignment in the process of transliteration Cyrillic 

alphabet to Latin. 

4. Achieved Results 

The present corpus consists of 3210 words/13749 

characters (Latin script) and 3210 words/13426 characters 

(Cyrillic script).  

 

Level of 

convention 

Latin 

script 

Cyrillic 

script 

English 

translation 

Transliteration 

și-a scos 

și 

și-ţi vezi 

pălăria 

părea 

șchioapa 

uiţi 

шь-а скос 

ши 

ши-ць везь 

пэлэрия 

пэря 

шкьоапа 

уйць 

he took off 

and 

and you see 

the hat 

seemed 

lame 

forgot 

Academic 

norms 

s-a întors 

deodată 

vreo 

vreun 

с’а ынторс 

dе одатэ 

вре-о 

вре-ун 

came back 

suddenly 

some 

Editor’s 

semantic 

intervention 

căutînd a 

ghici 
гичинд 

trying to 

guess 

 

Table 2. Examples for Levels of convention 

 

After parallel alignment at letter/lexem/multiwords level 

written in Latin and Cyrillic by automatic means, a group 

of expert linguists have analysed every word/expression, 

activity that resulted in the following observations at the 

level of (Table 2): 

 

A. Transliteration: 

 

- Romanian conjunction și is transliterated in Cyrillic in 

two ways: 

a. as шь in the case the conjunction is followed by a 

hyphen with an infinitive of a verb; 

b. as ши in the case it is a single conjunction or followed 

by a hyphen with a pronoun. 

- In the case of diphthong we have identified: ia  ия; 

ea  я. 

- The group of letters chi preceded by the diphthong oa 

and placed at the end of the word is transliterated as кь.  

- The group of letters ți at the end of the word is 

transliterated as ць. 

 

B. Academic Norms: 

 

- By the reform from 1953 the apostrophe from 

Romanian script is replaced by a hyphen, that is why in 

the analyzed text we have discovered both variants of 

scripts; 

- There are several lemmas, as 

article/numeral/pronominal adjective starting with vre- 

(e. g. Latin vere-unus = Romanian vreun), which in 

actual Romanian is written as a single word, but in 

Cyrillic appears hyphened. 

 

C. Editorial Interventions:  

 

- As Cyrillic texts from that period represent an 

interesting point for our research, there are many 

interventions of those who transliterated texts at the 

level of expressions during book editing. 

 

The remarks mentioned above should improve the 

existent heuristics with new annotation conventions, 

which increase the degree of accuracy in the process of 

transliteration of the out test corpus, belonging to the 

same author representing the same period. 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

This gold parallel corpus constitutes an essential support 

for researchers, and conversions into modern standard 

text can be used as a support for mastering the developing 

process of heuristics to recognize alphabets of that 

specific period. This would allow to recognize words or 

even expressions and to align texts conforming 

contemporary linguistic norms. Moreover our corpus can 

serves as a training corpus for machine learning of 

transliteration rules. 

 

Development of the proposed technology would provide 

opportunities to transliterate digitized the Romanian texts 

from Cyrillic to Latin, customize graphics, offer 

possibilities for corpora building, and preserve the 

original texts. It can be used in the building and 

enrichment of specific linguistic resources with new 

words/syntagms extracted from digitized resources and 

certified by expert linguists.  

 

As a next step in the development and implementation of 

an automated Romanian transliterator for Cyrillic script, 

we need to validate the remarks on a test corpus collected 

from more texts of that time, recognized as changing 

ones. 

 

We have in plan to use the actual methodology for 

transliterating Cyrillic to Latin, based on the standard of 

SR ISO 9:1997, for other languages. This standard creates 

a transliteration system from Latin to Cyrillic, but we 

have identified few differences. It is necessary to request 

an updating in order to check many other writings. 

 

For instance, we will use the same methodology for 

transliterating Arabic to Latin. Actually, we want to 

compare our results with the standard of SR ISO 

233-2:1996. This standard uses the principles of 

conversion of two writing systems. 

 

Furthermore, we want to investigate the transliteration 

from Hebraic to Latin. There already exists a standard, SR 

ISO 259-2:1996. 
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